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Introductlo11 to a dossier .. 

1 .. The enclosed dossier contains the resu1ts to date of the Brightonts 
groups s_tudy of a firmo We decided to undertake this study as a 
concrete complement to the more §E?neral discussions we were having on. 

·the -labour process Y and as a ·way hopefully of relating our -work to 
other sections of the labour movement. in Brighton, particularly those 
working :fj:nr large priva.te capitals. ·WE'; chose Creec1s because it wa:s 
one of the largest employeI'.s in Brighton (2,200) manufacturing teleprinters 
for the UK market. 
. . 
2 .. Our work fell into three phases. In the first we visited the f'act9ry, 
and found imln$diately that the company was in the middle of major technological 
change, switching .from an electro-mechan.:1.cal to a ssnii-electronlc prcduct .. 

·Both models were being· produced s:i.de by side: the components downstairs, 
assembly upstairs., The contrast of the labour processes anct the 
significance of the change was patent:. the proo.ess of de-skilling, 
a:.n::l job .reduction on t4e shop floor, the increase of women in the shop 
floor labour force, the growth of white technichal and -
clefical :i.n the ove:rall employment structure '.of the factory 0 A 
summary of this visit is contained in Memo 1 .. 

.3c What was clear was the factors that lay beh1nd these changes. In 
particular, was the technological change introduced explicitly to break 
the power of labour in the factory, or was it dic·tated by the demands o:f 
'time economy• with the deskilling and 'decompol!3itiont o:f labour as 

a l>y-product? We discussed this during the Spring in. a wider group 
including a number of workers directly involved in this re-organisation 
and restructu+ing at Creeds ( from the shop f'loor, from production 
ea.gineering, from one of the clerical departments and from .R&IJ). 
What became clear was that the weakening of labour was not necessarily 
a conscious aim of Creeds managers, but was reflected through the 
techniques of value 'l'h:i.s method of deyeloping new products . 
involved a blend of technology and economy, a groµp considering how various 
functions could be performed and what each way of performing them would 
cost. The palpable shift to decomposed labour with the new machine (the 
A 23) - to women workers., to white collar and cl·erical worker$(who had 
relatively weak unionisation compared to the /lliuW on the .shop floor) . 
and most decisively to unsk:iJ..led component workers who produced the 
bought in electon.Uid.c parts for the new machine- this of 

went on behind the backs of the technicians but was reflected 
in the. results of :t1m: valtJ.e· analysis on which. their attention was 
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concentrated,. Memo 2 discusses some aspects of deskiiling,. and £1..emo 3 . 
treats the general point IDOre· explicitly, and dl"a\.TS: OUt it.S Significance r •. ., 

for the shifting location of production, and for imperialism fr: ....... 
1 

The·discussion of: desk:U:iing related necessar:iJ.y to the issues .of 
the class v:ha-racter of clerical and technichal and their responsesc 
What became ·clear· was that all grades of technicha1 labour at Creeds were 
being attacked by capital through technichal change and deskilling: the 
automation of processes (in drafting for example or the·qesign of printed 
circuit boa:rds)the restriction of jobs, their routin.eisation, and so on •. 

Moreover, it was also clear that the technichal union('.fASS) was 
.organising rapidly .. mcl:x In the clerie:.:i.l side there was also 
·but a slower response via action (v3:a._ A ,.,. 
the main union APEX)e Rather appearea that the sem1-skjJ_led women 
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responded more in 'an Italian style v - rapid turnover, su.'dden militant 
action against the manager, or in support of a These issues 
are reported in Memo 4o 

5o The general imp:t;"ession we arrived at was that Greeds first major 
strike was not far off. Creeds themselves were being subjected to 

.international competition by the fi Post Office's insistence on international 
tendering for teleprinting, and this seemed one of the factors behind the 
development of the new mo:iel. Most g_rades were being subjected· to 
pressures of deskilliimg, and many were threatened by redundnancy. During 
the Spring C:i;eeds suddenly announced lay offs of people 9 · 

They explained this by a reduction in Post Office orders and the 
government cut.so The Unions put up firm resistance against 
the cuts - but pri,ncipally it .seems to. increase the redund:macy payments. 
After some negotiations - shift,ing the cuts onto weaker sections of 
labour (notably via •natural wastage' to the unemployed)- the redundnacies 
were accepted. This ended the second phase of the work. 

The third phase during the summer consisted of looking at the 
significance of the factory experience against the background of the 
electronics industry more generally, and the group of which Creeds was 
a subsidia±ry more particularly. This group was none other than ITT. 
From the factory perspectives Creeds has relatively little integration 
with ITT. But when we looked at Creeds from the perspedtive of international 
capital, it was clear how strong a structure of. control was hidden behind 
the appearences of everyday life.. Firstly, talking to ITT 
combine officials and shop stewards .from other ITT plants, we saw how 

with increasing sharpness the crisis for labour throughout 
the industry: massive de skilling, redun::1ancies and 
restructuri:nge We also saw how ITT was carrying this out, with 
a conscious re-ordering according the law of value: 6losing factories. 
down ruthlessly (North Wofillwich being a particularly flagrant example), 
moving out to the regions where capital grants and weak labour wera wevt:. 
available (Monkstown in Northern Ireland, South Wales, Paignton, two 
of the Scottish new tovms}, shifting work from one factory to another 
in battles with labour., Even more striking; the process was being 
undertaken consciously: at a European level. Cheap labour operatlons 
particularly for some components - had been .sited in Spain and 
Portugal. The new generation of Electronic Switching systems WE;Jre 
pla&nned in detail from Brussells, the hardware being manufactured in· 
Europe (notably Germany), the· software in Germany and the UK. Indeed 
this seemed the most S;briking development; as ITT was becoming more 
and more successful in imposing its standards on national markets in 
Europe, and as the demand for private telephone systems became 
large enough for mass production (where ITT•s standards could be imposed 
anyway), so we entered into a new phase for and · 
the of 'new occupational and geographical divisions of labour. 
The manufacture of hardware seemed to be running out of the UK. Software 
remained, concentrated· at Harlow, but itself restructured, with the . 
automation of the production of computer prrhgrarnmss, and the massive 

of th.e computer programmers in North Lorrlon9 l'Dm Two of. 
the whom we talked to described themselves as the mcdern 
Ford 'proletarians' of programming, receiving the •machine 
tools' of the programmes developed in Harlow, and applying them to the 
new telephone exchanges being produced on a mass basis ar;iiuml$ 
The result:. very high turnover rates, and a in umo111sat1on 
and solidarity. 



7. Here then was ITT imposing the law of value consciously0 Its history 
over the last ten years since it began centralising its European operations 
in Brus sells showed the following features: 

a) centralised capital control and mobilitye All.ITT subsidiairies pay 
excess profits into a central pool from where itZinvested in the 
nooes of This financial operation is effected 
by transfer pricj.ng and ordinary overhead charging (% 8lge of sales etc) 
on all of which we gathered evidenceo 

b) a ruthless smothering of labour which threatened the direct 
imposition of value lawse The freezing of the ITT Portugese 
subsidiaires is one ex8m.ple, or the attack on the Spanish workers of 
ITT. The company operates a policy of dual irrleed quadruple 
sourcing in the case of one of its new products, so that 
they can carry out these rapid re-organisations of geographical 
J?roduction if threatened by labour or by a gaver&''Ilent .• (Thus they 
produce teleprinters for instance in one of the erman subsidiairies 
as in Creeds; at normal times Creeds is limited to the British market, 
and the African countries which have UK standards - the Germans are 
assigned the continantal Common Market countries which ITT serves) 0 

c) a central monitoring of profitability by monthly meetings 
in Brussells at which any divisional or subsidiary manager has to defend 

performanceo Substandard perfa-mance may result in sackings of 
managers or prooucers and the switch of the sourcing to a more 
efficient or more.docile locatipn. 

8. There are two significant points to make out of this. First 
the role of international firms such as ITT is to impose the law of 
value., When some ocbmp:ka±bxbl&bN'bx:hm!bxpfil>::i!'b:sbtha:lyx attack ITT as a 
monopoly, they are misdirecting their fireo For it should be directed 
at the law of value: as some. of the great Chicagoans have dreamt, here in 
ITT is the kingdom of perfect information, capital and labour 
mobility, the conqueror of 'misguided t nation states etc. 

9. Secondly, one realises the problem posed to ITT's collective workerse 
In wormd there are 

400j000 workers for ITT, in Europe 200,000, in the UK 35,000. Tgeir 
labour is centrally organised, as are their payment systems, their pensions, 
their means of production etc.Objectively they exemplify the collective 
worker nationally and internationally (ITT is the 19th largest firm in. 
Europe, leaving out all its US operations, the 2nd largast in Spain etc). 
Yet at the level of organisation, and ·or consciousness our experience 

at Creeds showed how uncollective was labour in the face of 
conscmously collective capital. At each levelof organisation ITT 1s 
mobility and range gave it advantages. The North Woolwich workers 
were on a hiding to nothing: a new plant some work::vm: in 
Greenwich, a vapid local council, in spite of.all warnings of .the 
impending move. And if we go o:r.e level higher, we find already the 
capability of a militant stop ITrts European 

t t · · th • t t "" ' · t• res rue uring in e 1n eres s OJ. .• , very mucn iu ques ion. 
All over the world ITT,has been quite to step back from 
a level of operation (say the running of a telephone system) and 
reimpose its discipline from a higher level (the selling of knowledge 

., and equipment, .of !I. it to 
compen;:;atign and its ca.p1tal to move into a1 .. eas less su Je 
the interererence or tne stiate. 



lOe Against this we bave two First, ITT depe:r.dent on 
The power of its technology against la.bour is itself created by labour •c 

technichal labour'· labour which is being rapidly made aware of 
its character of 'collective worker'. Secondly, the organisational 
form of this is a remarkably rapid development of white collar mtlon:ism., 

There is now a TASS ITT combine corrl!lttee which has grown 
into a nationally effective organisation in years, arrl which has 
already consolidated international links. 
In this it parallells the internationalisation of white collar workers in 
the chemicai industry involving ASTMSo Here is fact in 
the organisation of labour: the most rapid internationalisation has 
taken place among white collar technichal workers, partly because 
its. structures are new born, w:tthout the inheritance of factory and 
regional rivalry, and partly because these techn:ichal workers· have 
a labour process in which they are more patently aware cf their 
collective nature, and which allows them access to texb¥bNesx telephones 
(and teleprinters) in their struggle for organisation. 

11. At the same time this incipient collectivisation is posed the problem 
of trade union practise, the limits of unionismo To us it seems - at this 
stage - that the experience at ITT points towards t:Pe deve1opmen·t of 
what we call in. our main paper the •strategy for sc-cialist accumulation•, 

range would. match the range of ITT, and 
the political represantatives of the labour movement could 

be continuously called toaccount., Moreover it would provide a 
touchstone for the for 
labour at Creeds itself .,{For {re fulve a case when ITT 1 s long 
rm1 strategy j_nvol ves not only the shifting of hardware pro:luction jro 
the continent - particularly where the new pro:luct like the A 23 
teleprinter has significant economies of scale - but also the 
u1MJ11ate obsolescence of the teleprinter in its current function 
within telecommunications. The knowledge for the alternatives 
are lodged in ·just as the knowledge for 
Litton industries new range of typewriters was Litton., 

In the latter case workers 
Imperial typew:f'iters in Hull and Leicester made reduriandant by 

Litton could do nothing collectively, even with the 
Mir:x:Bl?.llmV help of their national state. At Creeds however there is 
time. The current redunda.dcies have turned out on analysms to be 
the direct result of the technichal change in the process of the 
production (the fall in Post Office orders only an excuse). They 
are a pre-echo of a more major restructuring which ultimately 
threatens the whole of the Brighton labour forde, particularly if . 
they are any less than docile. The forewarni.i:i..g is then aiz: challenge 
to xb"!t'R'Jlia}l!JJX the str-dtegy of labour. This dossier · 

· will we hope i:rrotb:E'.fumrlibxbmc 
*hMb!itlirzbxe:slbEhx:b stimulate a response 

and allow for a more finished 
document to be offered as a contribution 
to the development of this strategy.. · · 1 

" .-
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Brightono 

1,, Creeds are the major producers of teleprinters in this country. 
Teleprinters are ·the large typewriters/automatic printers that are 
used in telexing etc o The company started as a small family-type firm 
in 1923 and sold out to ITT in 19280 They moved from Croydon to Brighton 
in 1965 when .the Croydon lease ran out,, The main attraction of. Brighton 
was the availability of a factory on an industrial estate, which had 
been formerly used by a firm wj_th ·some tt:ansferable machinery .. 
Creeds now employ 2»200 people o The output is. sold almost entirely 
within the UK$ most of it t.o the Post Office 0 • 

g .. From the point of view of our discussions; the firm is particularly 
interesting because a) it combines two types of labour process, 
batching (the making of compoaaID.tis )and assembly (of those components),· 
and b) because it is in the process of a majoi<change of product -
a technological innovation - which· brings with it a change in labour 
process in both batching and assemblYo. 

3o The old product :i.s a mechanical teleprinter. It has ?.bovt 2,000 
components, most of them made by Creeds· themselves& Its basic 
principles have been long established (for 30 years or so)o In the 
machine shop the production of batches had 'not shifted to the group work 
described by Williamso.na Fa.ch machine would be set by a skilled setter, 
and would then be worked by unskilled labour (though they were termed 
semi-skilled for reasons of pay)o A good· deal of the labour we saw 
downstairs (where batching took place) was that of womeno The problem 
of batching was synchronisationo There.was some optimum combination of 
batc:h production for the 2,000 components, but commonly the whole of 
the assembly upstairs would be held up for 'want of a nail'. The missilhg 
component would then have to be produced -·interrupting the batch 
that had been set. 

4o These traditional problems of batching - including that discusRed by 
Walliamson of losing track of parts and long cross factory j ourneya as. 
the components went through its variety of processes - were to some 
extent minimised by an ITT computer control system. Every part had a number 
and progress carde At each stage of its manufacture and then assembly 

. this progress card would be punched. into a computer monitoring system. 
Three display panels in the control room would then be able to show all 
ths stages lhny component had gone through, where it now· was, how long it 
had taken at each stage. If one imagines that there were 246 machines be.bg 
produced per week, each with 2,000 componetlts, each component often · 
·involving half a dozen manufacturing operations, and going through· 

·· pehhaps 20-30 assembly processes, then the value of the ITT ro ntrol system 
in. offsetting the ineffic.iency of old style batch production (aw:l decomposed. 
assembly) will be intuitively clear. · 

50 Iri batching, the setters held a key If they wrongly· 
noth. only might the whole assmebly operation be held up· for :want of the 
part, but it would lead to a waste of materials as Theirs was a · 
highly skilled job 9 ·dine which· the managers were m.ostly incapable of 
They were thus paid. no time bonuses (rather an average based on group 
performance I think). Their .overall wage .was said· to be t}?.e highest 
of the manual workers in the· factory and higher. than some of the superv:i,sory · 
staff. Unskilled workers on. the other . hand were all paid jdmed · 

--bonaseso 
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6e The new machine is·IiDll electronic rather than mechanical 0 Hence its 
parts are either bought in from the main electronic component groups 
(many of them ITT ox and/or are plast::hl:le machine 
room, therefore, pastic 1n.;ector moulding machines have repl±ed the 
precision instruments.? the cutters$ drills, etc of the ·old 
mechanical model. The new machines occupj_ed perhaps half the space of 
the old ones 1 they employed many fewer workerso The setters 

· were still required (plastic moulders have if anything more to set than 
metal machines) but the tuiskilled work had not only diminished but · 
changed to male labour since its main taks was filling the machines with 
plastic chrystals and taking away the components rather than simply working 
a drill, a lathe, a stamper or whatever, as the women did previously. 
In the charac"fil'istics of the new batch production: 

- increase in technichal composition.. . 
- evident decrease in workers directly involved in production 
- change in type of unskilled labour from working machines to· 

fetching and removing change from women to 
- skilled setters still required though different type of setting. 

7 In the assembly upstairs, the old machine was not put together on a· 
flow lineo .There were six sub-units for the· whole machine andmarty of 
these sub-units might be put together by a single worker 0 Of course 
many of them might have a third tier, but much of the labour was of the 
semi-Volvo type. It was noticeable that any jobs of a .one addition 
variety tended to be performed by women, while the more complicated 
jobs were done by We ·were told that the union had insisted that 
jobs which had to be inspected should be done by men: that meant 
the more involved set of assemblyc The other area of specialised 
women's work li18.S soldering and wiring in general where it was claimed they 
had greater dexterity than the 'banana-handed• menQ Women were paid 
less tl"i.an men for comparable work,, Only in the wiring sections did they 
have female shop stewardso The union was dominated by meno Our iiltformrlant, 
the officer in charge_of told us that women were foundto 
be much more willing to put up with rep!ititious jobs. That was.his 
rationale rather than the lower pay they got in doing these jobs. 

So The problem of non-flow· line assembly was synchronisation 
and timingo Most of the jobs were semi-skillede the simpler 
jobs, two weeks training was needed. Other jobs required more·training, 
and experience·. Thus most of the jobs could be done and understood by the 
managers who could set times, and thus individual bonuses. What struck 
us all however was the absense of the lash of the line. One man we saw 
sitting at his desk doing nothingo The manager told us he was probably 
waiting for parts (which did happen, and supervisors were penalis'?Jd 
where such hold ups occured), but found that in fact he had reached 
the upper limit of his bonuswork ·- it was 4 .. 00 on a Friday afternoon· ...:. 
and wasn't going to do any It seems that b:cause the :nrmmmpqn:""'*filis 
machine has been so long in production, parts of the production 
process have been improved, but the whole has never b.een satmsfactorily 
synchronised. Thus we see these pockets or 'interruption', and overall 
level of bonus/time ratio.which reflects strong union bargaining when 
changes ·have been introduced. 

9. The manager explained all this in.terms of a desire for •job enre'ichmentt, 
low labour turnover etc. He said that Creed wages were at one time lower 
than the neighbourl£ng factory, Gross Cash ·Registers, and that .they had 
lost a lot of men to there. But the 4ictates of time economy were more 
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ruthlessly enforced and many of the· workers asked to be takeA back at 
Creeds.. Our manager said there had never been a strike i:p, Creeds history 0 
that it still maintained the atmosphere.of a family firm etc etc 9 that 
it was very different JGo the ITT factory assembly tape records Ti!l't Hastings 0 

We shall have to check; all this with Creed workers, but we· we)'.'e certainly. 
s.truck ·ourselves by the difference between this operation and 
triat of Thorn Electricts making eecord players in Newhaven 0 

If this is so, the question is why'? Answer appears to be the followlng: 
a.reeds had a technological lead over competitors, and had a monopoly position 
in the UK$ notably over Po1:1t Office \'.)ontracts 0 Our manager said they 
could virtually charge what they likedo The post office approved their 
machines, bad testers in a special office in the factory (who were 
wined and dined conslstently by the Company) and had only a fetr purchasere 
who could also and The Post Of'ficeYs transformation 
to a public corporation, t.rit requirements. for public· tendering has 
·opened out this monopolye Yet the manager said they could still have probably 
kept the contracts and the old machines if it had been only the post 
officee But there are other markets which are not so easily tied 0 The 
Police, individual Japanese and German ·coMpe.tition has 
increased & The Post Of.Jtice are currently te.sting equipment from both 
sources. The law of value has thus begun to be applied to Creedso 

llo 'jfue response has a new product. This can be viewed from a 
technichal perspectiveo It has less than half the components. of the 
components are electronic and cheap. T}le whole machine is lighter 
and can perform· many more oper/?,tions than the mechnical machine 0 It can 

'-

be assembled (let a,lone manufactured for} in m b.a.JJB the spaceo It involves 
perhaps less th,an half the labour force f.ormerly employed on the old machip.e.o· 
With fewer components there m:xmt is le·ss to syfillronise, MEiSl: in production 
and assemblyo Flow ... process plastic moulding saves time and interruption. 
against the inechnical operationso 

12. But this time· economy aspect must be seen in terms of the capital labour 
relation at the point of productiono .The company could not synchronise 
the old process without attacks from labouro The new process .is synchronised 
from the first 0 It has been able to introduce semi-flow lines. At first 
the company tried to introduce 2 minute in these fl©w lines (the 

7 

timing of stages is incidentally a useful measure of the complexity of . 
flow line assembly. Cowley workers I seem to remember have a· 7 secoria: operation 
The workers have managed to get a 8 minutes work unit. The new labour 
pr·ocess involves less skill. than even the semi-skilled work of the mecha:nical 
teleprinter. There are· to be· many more women, workers accordinglyo. '!'his in. 
spite of the Equal pay act, which presumably rates .wfull be 
to jobs which only women will take. Accompanying this de-..skilling is a · 1 

·re•facing. The atmosphere, and lighting in the new mssembly shop is 
better than in the oido There is lino on the floor instead of ) 

corerete 0 • The intenser exploitation is taking place iJ.1. a: 1modernt .
1

1 

c!bnditions. 

13. The new product has thui:? il:lVolved a the iaboui" proce.ss· api;l· 
a sharp .increase in labour pr'oductivity;&dlechnicllal composition, Given ·a. 
larger' fixed capital component (part of it, perhaps a lot of it beii)lg 
amortisation of R&D - the:re are 60 R&D staff at· Creeds), the break even· 
point is higher. Thus the company has been forced into a wider market. 
The:J new product ha·s been called a system product by the company, and 
is theref'ore not confined to a single national marketo The Dutch are 
testing.it. Orders have been received from Zambia, and other parts Of 
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Africa., It has been specifically designed to look in keeping with typewriters 
in a managing directors officeo Greeds, a national section of an 
international company, have international in their perspectives 0 

14., The company claim that in spite of the higher productivity, the 
number of workers employed will be maitainedo This is because output is 
to increase from of the old machine· to 760 a week of the new .. 
Presumably,, there will be some· structural shift in the type of 
More people mn administration, marketing, stores, 
as against workers on the shop floor. tiere is· the second aspect of the 
1decomposition 1 of labour. For _our manager talked of the sharp differences 
b\3tween the blue and white collar., He described how pleased the apprentrices 
were when they were taken off the 8-5 shift and told to put their suit 
and ties on next week and report at 9o00 for office worke The level 
of appearences. The question iswhat is the cffice work. Answer: highly 
hierarchicaL We talked to one of the operai;ors of' the computer display 
panels., She was t.he most junior and given most of the boring jobsG The 
anslysis of the tertiary sector and office work in the spirit of BraverJ.}lan 
becomes very important from the perspective of this one factory when we 
are consideriD.g overall changes and the of composition0 
decomposition, re-composition. 

Ones feeling is that the first major strike at Creeds is only some 
3 or 4 years off g (the current post office contract for the mechanical 
model has still 18 months to run and the new model, \rhich is having 
severe teet.hing troubles, is not to be in fu 11 production until year 5) .. 
The old monopoly position appears to have allowed a suspenslon 
of the law of time economy9 or rather its fu11 impact., Japanese and 
German competi tiom: will certainly not diminisho The new model is not the 
cheapest model now on the market, though it has the moBt functions for 
the price range of the machine. But the manager suggested that there 
were fields where Creeds were if anything some"What behind. The new Post 
Office contract is not a foregone conclusion by any meanso Creeds are 
making 'Buy BritishlpleasR. Z:f Even if the next contract does go to Creeds 
there is no guarantee of future ones doing so, .1et other market±Eso 
We would like to know more about Japanese and .. German labour processes. 
One suspects that they must have flow line assemblyo If this is so, 
then there will be time economy advantages over Greeds, and Creeds will 
eventually be forced to tighten up on interruptions 
of the working and production period. (Currently there are two shifts, 
of 8 hours and 10 hours respectively on 5 days of the wee!q:, in the 
components shops, and one shift of 8 hours in the assembly ). Furthermore 
it is difficult to see how, in the face of pressure from the world 
market, Creeds will be able to increase its sales by· 200%. There surely 
must be redundancies. The destruction of skillslnay also turn the organisation 
of the unions into a closer of approximation of Fords as against British 
Leyland in Gambino•s terms. The only question is how women will react: 
if there is an attempt to the shop floor work of men in total, 
in relation to women, arrl·in relation to.white collar workers, then 
may expect these men to lead the struggle against capital. 'A Politics 
student has recently· finished a thesis based interviews_ with the 40 
or so shop stewards at Creeds. t,..e must talk -t"cr him, and ·other Creed w0rKers 
about this' as well as the picture painted by management as described 
above. 

160 There are two inte,resting inilti tutional issues raised by this case:· 
the first is the sign;i.ficance of the state; _the second that of the. 
multinatior:1al corporation. As far as the state is concerrJ.ed,, the 
domination of the· market _by :the Post Office has been a major factor in 
insulating Creeds from international Law of-Value. we 
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into ·the exte-nt of the extra-Post Office market, in the past and the 
future., The major factor openJng up. this· market is no.tit seems the 
Common Market but the insistence that the Post Office itself should 
acknowledge value relationso Second, it would be interesting to know 
how much of Creeds monopoly protection derives from ITT, politic.ally and 
technologically. The control system is an example of the techniChal 
advantageo ITT have also sent over trouble shoo:bers for the development 
of the new product. It is also nothrnable how· _confined and national 
Creeds have remainedo They 11.rre not allowed to compete wi t'.1 other IT'.!.' 
firms who presumably dominate E1,iropean national market. 
Their ·produc·t has upto now been a national product·o A systems product 
like the new te1eprinter can be sold in most but presumably in 
a planned way. It will be ferried through other ITT' sales organisations 

and the UK may expect a royalty or other paymen:t if it d·oes 
not malce the ffull value of the machine itself Q 'The new product was 
financed from a central ITT pool which is allocated to subsidiairies for 
R&D according to :the prospects of the Mhch of the profit 
will one supposes be paid back to that pool. 

170 .As far as the current siuation is concerned, Creeds are one of the 
largest employers in Brighton, they are expanding their pay roll, 
and find no shortgge of required labour at the moment. Their workers 
·come from the whole of the Radio Brightob. area, from Shoreham to Seaf'ord 
and also from mid-Sussex, Burgess Hill etc. 

22.,11.75. 
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Notes from meeting on Feb 24th 1976 at Brighton Laboll':'.' Olub0 and issues 
ra.ised from more general discussion on the labou.!' process as related to 
Creeds.., 

lo The meeting began with a statement of the groupts general 

IO 

In analysing the developmeht of capitalism, political economy had concentrated 
on value relations ( the division of profits and wages; the increase of · 
the_ value of constant capital - machines, raw materials, buildings - to 
the value of living labour ; the tendency of the rate of to fall; 

·the question of whether or not· there was adequate demand in the economy 
and how this lin..1.cs up with tne level of wages; the role of the state 

,in terms of depressing wages, and redistributing value from one sector 
or class to another). This quantitative approach neglects the fact that 
there are qualitative/material relaM,ons underlying the changB s in values 0 

When capital buys .labour for a wage, he is buying potential labour time .. 
To realise profit he must try and ensure that potential 
labour time becomes actual labour time, tt-...at he gets out of his workers 
more than he has pa.id them\ror with the wage.. The battle between capital 
and labour is tlwefore not ,just a struggle about wages, but how· capital 
attempts to control labour, how it it, sets it to workj 
sets one section of labou.t' against another and so These material 
or qualitative relations between capital and labour (one could. call them 

politics of production) are dii;itinct from and lie 
behind the value or quantltaJGive relations ·expressed in the 

levels and proport.ions of profits and wages .. 

20 A number of questions arise from this approach to political economy: 

a) to what extent dol'rX! employers develop technology to strengthen their 
political position in the factory rather than being simply coreerned 
with increasing efficiency (icee lowering the labour ti.me needed to 
produce the product)o lt,or example, the growing division of head and har.d, 
deskilling work on the shop floor, and concentrating knowledge ::i.n the 
hands of the management, certainly allowed more efficiency tr...rough 
better co-ordination of jobs via syncr...ronised timing, but it also allowed, 
for a time at least, much greater pontrol of the direct produ;ers by the 
employerso Some people have argued.more recently that the general 
shift from coal and steel to oil and flastics should be interpreted as 
a move from sectors where labour has2strong position in the politics of 
production (coe.1, steel, to sectors where less labour 
is _needed, and where workers themselves are much more divided. 

b) whether the means by which capital has strengthened its 
position in the politics of produc·l;ion has chari_ged during the past century. 
Is de-skilling along the lines of the American work study engineer F .. HoTaylor 
and later Heney Ford, still the main line of advance, or is it a question 
of new process and/or products, or is it one of attempting to discipline 
workers through their own organisations (capital 1s encouragement of particuJ.ar 

·union· and shop floor structures, the development of group work, etc). · 

c) what is behind the movement for 'job enrichment'. Is it any more than 
a new version of F ordism. .A:re jobs in any way enriched, or are the dekil1e d 
j.obs merely paclmged in a different, more controlled way,. If they are 
enriched, how does this fit in with the struggle by capital to get more 
labour put of the labour it has paid for. 

a) How do wages fit into this pictux•e,. How r...ave the ways of paying workers 
changed over the past century, and how do the changes in the type of payment. 

.J, 
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link in with the politics of production; ecgo the politics of piece rat.es 
as against measured day work,. 

e) how has the development of the 'labour process changed the division of 
labour and what consequences have these changes had for the organisation 
of labourp Deskilling in any i:q.d1:i.stry clear:t,rchanges the composition of 
labour and its organisational 'structure; weakening if not eliminating . 
craft unions, increasing the nwnoer of white collar workers, 

and general organisers of the process of production0 

Butwhat happens to the white collar workers: do they not rave they mm 
struggle with capitaJ. 111 Does the politics of the office not supercede pa.rt 
aj; least of the politics of the fe.ctory floors See t:be dekilling andt?ordisationt 
of off ice work& 

far 
f) how/has the production politics of capital determined their geoxgraphical 
expansion, closing down in strong labour areas, and.' going to Can 
the regional grants to industry to set up in declining regions be seen 
in this way? As well ascapitaisattempt to draw in workers who are traditionally 
hhr.ttl±ba:ppe&x weak, immigrants, women,: for instance,, How far 
has capital go!'..e overseas for this reason, too, for producing sugar 

·on pl:antation.s, or tea and other .primary commddities which can be 
produced in developed countries but are not because of the politics of 
production. Runaway industries,too,are a more recent phenomenon 
interpreted often in wage terms (Taiwan textile workers get one twe.att fourth 
of US textile workers) but to this should be added the incenM:V'e 
for the power of capital (many of these new labour havens are in right wing, 
often Fascist countries, with militant laws against the orgamsation of 
unions, and or the freedom of labour to, defend itself aga;tnst capi taL ) 
Has there been an internationalisation of production with an: consequent 
g.J}:z.re strcturi.ng of the international di vision of labour: the more skilled 
and white collar work increasingly concentrated in the metropolitan 
countries, (paid by salary, on promotion ladders, encouraged to identify 
with the interests of capital) while the xunskilled and semi-skilled t-t.t"C 

moved out to Fascist or military peripheries:so 

g) to what extent is the whole mechanism of c:ti.sis in modern capitalism 
geared to reduce ::kfrim:x: not so much the wages of labour, but the power of 
labour in tge factory: closures through bankruptcy, rationalisations, 
increasing unemployment and threats to jobs9 

h) how far is town planning (and regional planning) geared to limiting the 
contact of workers outside factory hours, preventing the development.of 
the culture of villages or steel townsesee the early history of· 
Crawley, the ideology slum clearance and of new council estate planning, 
the explicit reasons for drivingoow roads· through areas of working class 

: solidarity. A number of Italians have favoured this view of town planning 
against that which emphasises •efficiency' in · 
the time of journeys to work, shopping time, etc). 

' .. 
,3., From the- perspective of the labo:ur process, both economics and 
arid politics are united in the factoryo Most of the debates about the 
points raised above result from emphasising one side rather than the other. 
The· Italian school see the development of capi ta.lism very much in terw.s 
of the development of t'he politics of the factoryo The 1value' school have 
emphasised the element· of ttime eqonomyt - the constant drive by capital . 

, for reducing labour time in produC'.tiono In looking partio.ular firrns1. · 
the Labour Process group wants to throw light on this debate, and hOfB.Lully 
contribute to the interpreation of in the firms, and the 

-- that·could be developed· to theme rei3pOi1>:>'='S • 
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4o The ·meeting continued , ._.£discussing some 
of thi?se point;s as they to Creeds., TW said thatthe Cl.rive. for 
deskilling was particula.rly strongo Creeds aim was to take skili off the 
shop flooro ·In the machine 13hop this had very largely happened ... One 
was that most apprentices now would not go out onto the shop floor but · 
into one of the three departments required by tb3 lheadt to administer 
tm k 1 ha1ld Y : production engineering, tool making. and PJ?!Do In older 
engineering wo:rks in Brighton, for example Kearney and Trecker.61:, this 
sharp division between head and hand im was not so fully developed and 

. apprentices still went out into skilled jobs .on the shop flooro 

5o Another area of deskilling was in testing and quality. control. In the 
past use of midrometer (now mass produced)o J)evelopment of electronic 
auton:ia:cj,.on of checking, and of geometric tolerancing (metrication) .,Now 
work with tolerance zones, developing specific guages (e.g 0 

functional guages mad.e like the part into which. the thing testeQ. :i,.s meant 
to fit}. The testing then becomes semi-skille.d or unskilled .(the part eilhier 
fits or it does not), and the s.kill is concentrated in the making of' the 
guageso 

6. Blow moulding and :Fine Baanldng (:word unclear) major innovations for 
the latter saving the .grinding and reamiP.g involved for edges 

frayed from conventional press work., Probloo, however, in many of 
these innovations is whether q_uality is sacrifieed in the processe 
Thus ·with numer.ically controlled machine tools, the engineer becomes. an 
engineer/programmer and quality goes down., 

7. The technique of value analysis/c1·i·cical design develeped in this 
J.ight 0 Look at design right back to the function of the item: then see 
how by altering x one cnuld use different methods or materials (eogo 
plastiCs.j. which would involve different labour i-Wcbesse?o Thus design . 
aro.F-ru::l the process of produc-t;iono cf o component ratioP.ali_sation (screws 
at. e rrantis) e 

8. These examples show deskilling continues, but. it is not clear to what 
extent the technology which underlies the changes (new gu:--:ges, blow 
moulding etc)is developed for reasons of time economy (efficiency.in 
production). or m for those of labour discipline and pay. · TlJ and DE 
both mentioned that all operators keep so::re thing up their sleeve. 
But there were and soft: jobs,. in other words there were. jobs which 
it was harder fo:t:' management to control and time through. their work 
study teamso For instance everyone earre d double time on benching, 
Ip. Creeds work varies·a great. deal - there is a lot of 
fettling of small components, removing burrs, putting on champhers, 
straig.htening, tapping etc 0 The more that management coUld break up these 
jobs, and simplify them., the easier··it was to tine them. The production:. 
engineers weTS" always being asked to take the skill off the floor. It. · 
would seem, then, that to control lapot;!lJ. in production had a lot 
to do with the technichal changes discussed abovee . .· . . 

90 The problein for Creeds was howeverj that they merely remoyed· the 
struggle to control labourts. skill to the ne:;-:::t level, iee. the level. of 
concentrated skill.. Wo:I:'ker;:i in production er,gineering, tool making and 
R&D were all uniop.ised. TASS was strong. Thus the trend to 1dE?skill. 1 

the skilled jobs.· More clerical work n<?w, and break U.t_ o±: Soon 
isolate off the ··Clerical jobs and submit. ·those to worK stu Ye 



lOc At an organisational level what was particularly important was the 
i11.tegration of TASS and the .AEuw· so that both groups of workers could 
act. in unity rather than beir,g set against; each other by the employers

0 

11., We wdl1t on to discuss the speed and dscipline of work on the shop floor. 
Norms were established, 86% aboye HEB hourso 60 B would be equivalent 
to walking 3 miles in an hou.ro 80 B ilould be equivalent to wa1kir.g 4 miles 

faster thanrnormalt as established by British Standards , Work study • 
.A new worker would be given 8 weeks to reach 80 one gets 
there depends on a number of things: ones objection to the boredom of 
the job, dexterity, experience, the norm itself (how successful the 
work study team have been), etc o If such speed is skill then this work 
is skilled, but would be a better description: Leo Creeds 
could pro::luce this part of the product anywxhere in the world .. 

12. Consequences of this type of process. First with bonus system based 
on norms, less need for f,ormeno They have become admir1istrators.?making 
so.re work flows, that there are enough mater:i.als at land and so 0110 
Second, quality control is very important: this could be done by the 
producer of the part, but has to be done by a person to ensure 

- control of that producer .. f.J:m:bJ&.:bnibn Sometime/ one can get thiri..gs fa ssed 
which haven't been worked on - though the checking goes in waves. There 
is s_udden stamp down, and nothing gets through, then it gradually eases 

a new complaint from the Post Office checkers. 

13 Another example of displacement of' skills is in maintainence. 
Semi-skilled workers do not look after their machines (lubricating for 
example) as well.as skilled. Viaintainence men become particuiarly 

Attempt to tie them to bonuses - white collar workers setting 
the job- but often difficulto TI:lhe maintainence fitter does a lot of 
overtime., His concentrated skill is reflected in tha fact that he is fa.id 
the same as a tool makero 

140 . The main empl:a sis of the discussion was , therefore, on the process 
of production in the machine shop, the problem of cor:trolJ.ing and timing 
labour, the towards dekilling, e:i;ld the tdisplacement of skillst 
and the contradictions that arose at the new of sk:Llls6 

15l We agreed to meet again on Tuesday March 9th at 8,,00 Pomo in Room 7 
of the Labour Club in Lewes Road., 

8.,3.,76. 



Creeds Labour Prooess G..£.QupL Memo 

Notes from meeting on Tuesday March .9th at Brighton I.a.bour Club., 

1.. We continued with the issue raised at the previous jjleeting of whether 
new technology was consciously intended to de-skill am weaken organised 

JP thought definately noto No thought in the R&D department of 
developing the A23 in order to reduce the power of labour. Rather the 
problem as it was seen by P.&J) was how to transfer from electro-mechanical 
to semi electronic .. Perhaps a decade ago electrmm.c keyboards twice as 
expensive as electromechanical, then gradually the gap between them 
Problem for R&D how to produce an electronic model which was cheaper 
than· the 4440 This was where value engineering comes inG In following 
this tlu.•ough, no assumptions made about labour and the new machine 0 Only 
way it comes in directly is comparing the estimated costs of the .new 
machine· to the actual costs - given tne state· of organisation labour 
in the·works - of the old machineo 

2o TW agreed that the same held true for production erigineeringe PE was the 
interface between design and the shop floor. It to develop the form 
of production, splitting down the functions, (the labour processes) so 
they can be balanced on a lineo They organise the labour process, feeding 
back to R&D during the design· stage if they see dif.ficul ties in producing 
the design as it standso But these difficulties are thought of more in 
terms of value engineering rather than how to reduce the power of labour 
in the new production process. 

3o One way of interpreting the R&D function was that the top managenent 
were perfectly conscious and clear about reducing the power of labour, ar,.d 
would encourage the R&D depto in the things which helped in this 
reductiono JP explained how members of the R&D dept. would develop an 
ide.a upto a certain stage, then either the head of the Dept or top 
management would judge whether the idea should be givne further funds for 
developmento This was where the conscious element might come in. 

4o Another way of interpreting the is that in the case of 
production engineering in particular, the very act of breaY-...ing down the' new 
process so that each element could be co-ordinated on a line necessarily 
implied desldllinge W'ith a new process, it was possible to break dow.a 
and time labour processes without concern for what organised labour would 
say (there might be some bargaining later about the nature of the line 

its speed, and somon, but initially there was a clean slate). Hence 
even· though the. production engineer wasnot conscious of breaki!l?; the power 
of labour, his very disciplin.e of 'time economyt and Taylorism; of the 
•syn.chro.nisation' of labour on the line, led. to this 

5. A third interpretation would see the deskilling of labour hidden bwhind 
costs and priceso We- have seen one example of this:comparing the new 
product with new , planned, labour process with the old process in which 
labour has established defensive positions. Another example is in.the 
costs of bought in components. The changeover t0 'electroP..ics for 
example has been decisively affected by the production of components 
in Asia and other low wage IBh.e electronic parts of the A23 are 
all brought in, and we suspacted that they would probably be made abroad 
by cheap We will have to find out whether this is so., In any case 
the idea illustrates the general point, namely that in designing a new 
product on the basis of components using cheap labour from the underdeveloped 
countries one was effectively deskilling and weaking labour seen from the 

' ' 
wor;Ld level. 

lU 
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6., The last two of these inter·pretations offered ways of seeing new . 
technology de-skill!i.:ng labour in a less conspiratorial way than we had 
at first posed the _ _ . . . _ _ 

7 .. The point of bought in par·ts also connected very directly the 
process of deskiD.:Lng and weaken:l.ng labour in metropolitan. countries to 
imperialism. The perspective suggested in the discussion ·was as follows

0 

c:eeds had been taken over bv. iTT before the war :to serve the British market.,· 
Given the· Post Office B F'J British after the war, it was necessary 
to continue hereo Foreign investment was a form of tarriff jv..mpi:og c Moreover 
once the tarriff had been jumped there was a heavily protected market,. 
almost a monopoly market one 'couJ.d say.. Price was based on mark ups, 
and did not have to be brought on in the same way as 
happen;:id in an indi:-stry open to international competition (cars for example) 

0
• 

Once tne PO changeu to a Corporation .and threatened to abandoned its 
Buy British policy, it also threw into question Creeds old of 

relating to labouro ·rt could not, suggested JP, screw down the workers 
on 'Ghe L.)i.!h Rather j_t developed itsn new machine which had 'become ec·onomic 
al!J.b11g other reaso11s. because it mr made significant use of bo.ught in componi::mts 
made by cheap labour {value ·adde<1 in UK may wein go down as a result). · 
At the· same time the question is posed as. to whether it is worth while 
continuing to operate in a country.which has opened U:p its teleprinter 
purchasing to international eompetitiono The discipline of labour 
as well as comparative wage costs become increasingly important in an. 
industry open to internation'3..l The longer runs of the 
new· machine furthei" push ITT to rationalised centres of production for 
many m.arke ·!;s., 

8., In typewriters the process. of ge.ographical concentration of production 
vrithin multina.tional firms has been evident in Britain with the 
closure of Imperial by Litton last yearo Litton had developed a new 
typewriter which woUld in time replace the Imperial model. The old·model 
still had a li.inited niarket, but Litton decided to cent.re its production 
in Germany o .Al though there was a work.ers takeover in the Imperial works 
in ii; caine far too late, for in ordGr for a British type-writer 
industry to be able to compete internationally it would have to · 
develop a .llilli typewi"iter that could rival Litton'.s new model. This would 
have taken very large investments, while .in ?-ddition titto1'1 had perhaps . 
a fiv-e years start. We do not know how much of Litton's prod\lction has been· 
further decrelitalised to Portugal or other areas of Southern Europa. Bu,t 
the double process of centra1ising production gepgraphically on the 
one hand while decentralising certain c.omponent processes to cheap labour 
areas is exemplified in·this experienpeo An1 it is w.rirb±bxbhMbxlb±bisX:xx .a 
case where successful resistance to the tre.nd can only take place with 
a long lead timeo 

.9 0 ·The last week suggested that cou1d be elements of the 
process beginning tomoperate in Creeds., It would .be interest:l-ng to compare 
Gross Cash hereo They have }mfil:x been less tied to the Post qffice, and 
presumably more subject to inter11a,tio1:1al compe.viti6P.o They hav:e al:s:o 
been implementing we understand the same of change from electro-
mechnanical to electronic Are they concentrating production - ih 
Europe fo.r example 9 Ar.d are they sub contracting :wot·k t.o cheap labour 
what holds them still· to oroducing in Bri - and Brighton., 'fhe:ir 
developments coulg pre-echo those at Creeds., At the. same .. time as i·ooking 
into this ·we should also' enquire· about ITT'.s developments elsewhere,. 
particularly in their Europe,an ,.opera.tions (are teleprinters produced 

I \". 
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by natio:q.al firms in each seperate market or has there. already been some 
Further, is the A 23 going to be produced by other ITT 

branches for Europeo .Gfreeds are not being given the European market, 
but rather those in yhe ex-coimnonweal th - Zambia etc 0 • 

.. 
,· l 

10. One point of interest against. this perspective of inter.national re-organisa.tion 
taken as inseperable from deskilling and technichal change in the original 
plant., is the extent of the documentation on the.new machinel jp says 
there is very full tdocumentation' R&D has to \on·ite very det.s.iled instructions 
on each part of the process, how it is designed, how it operates etc., j arid 
the same is true at the production engineering level,, One consequence· is 

the new machine could be transferred to many other parts of the world 
because the knowledge has been objectified onto paper and does not depend 

the R&D team which developed the modelo This process of decreasing 
·de.pendence. on the ibdividµal technic.ians is also reflected in the extent of 
commi.t"tee work, whereby knowledge is shared within the group. 

lla But this process of freeing the knowledge its originators, also 
has the dimension of deskilling at all levels of the process of lliechnichal 
change and production., For Creeds now are able to telephone their Harlow 
section 0£ ITT (or more accurately STC) and l\i:h:m·nrx:l':iNx submit their requirements 
for printed circuit boardS·o These are then designed by computer system at 
Harlow, so that that a·spect of skill has been isolated off arid is now 

in the computer programmer in has meant that 
there are now an excess of mechanical people in the R&IJ dept., who are now 
restructured or re-assigned to electronic work, since there are enough 
designers specialised in given that they a.re backed up witp. 
the Harlow terminaL bo this computor design system is a.lso developing 
runs for telepho11e cables for the Post Qffj.ce) o · 

12., Further,, the detailed documentation in a sense deskUls the production 
engineer,. and so it runs right. down the line thus: 

,Harl.ow 

R&D 

Prod., Engineer 

Tool Design 

Tool Ms.ker 

Shop floor .. 

.. 
13 0 The consequences of thes13 .changes for Ram are not clearo There is talk 
of centralising R&D in the S'IG group in Europe, fiirther developing this 

.division of labour around the new computer systE?.ms'!, 22 people are now to be 
stationed in Brussells as a kind of R&D headquarters it and there ·is 
durrently a large department in stuttgarto 

J.4 0 ' LirJking this back to tih. labom:- process and imperialism, the de.skilling 
means men and worn.en who could do skilled work are having this type of work 
taken away from them. '\{'I.en the job (de skilled) is then moved to .an underdevelo.r:ed 
country, the. workers there are trq.ined only upto that level required by the 
deskilled job0 (cf. education crisis here in this 

t. • . 



150 We should also look at the on the power of labour in the user 
of the product., Thus in 1965 ·when the 44-4 was introduced? the Post 
Office wanted.to set up an integrated system which would re-organ;i.se 
the PQ' s. labour process in this area·o Resisted by the Post Office Uniono 

16., Following Alquati vs idea 0f netwID":Oks·, we need therefore to trace 
the networks involved in the cllange to the A23: i"e., trace back to 
where the -new components come from, whene the technichal know-how cqmes 
from (part from how many other bought in components there are 
and :whRbkex where they come from (wi thiil as well as where· the . 

! "" ' J 

new machines are going and what consequence they ha.veo Alquati developed 
his :j.dea in an organisational sense: growing consciousness of the 

of capital,,amongst workers _connected by these networksf 
possit;rj 6f joint action , extent of multinationals· and so on .. Elemen,cs of' 
this : Repr.esenta.tives. Creed unions attend the IT'.r combine meetings· .. 
But we should trace it through as a way of enlightening this overall effect 
of technicha'l change and how it affects labour's organ:i.sation :j.nternationall:r 
and not merelyxwi thin or even within ITT in tJ,1·e UK., · 

17 o The attack on· la hour in Creeds often takes more directly organisa tio·nal 
form., 'l1hus the management have established brmmfin.g groups, through whoin 
in:for.mation isnpassed from the top down by word of mot1th rather than 
through noticeso For information the· other way, consultative committees 
elected from the various' divisions., The· management has placed a greB; t deal 
of emphasis on t,he elections for these committees: TH thought because they . 
wanted to them as rival institutions to the Union ... (cf., the J-ndustria: 

·Society and i tq: :promotion -of this idea of briefing ·groups: the system ii:i. 
Creeds seems very muqh a one way channell).. Again, there is the pressure 
on skilled and white collar workers not to join unions .. Apprentices are 
discouraged from joining unions,. R&D men they try ahd get to identify with 
the firm: granting concessioner extra holidays, sicknqss 
and cars., (short ste.p t() But within R&D oper?.te a 
matrix system .. Not composed of continuing groups but i:IRxx peopl-e drawn 
together for particular ljobs, on very much a one off basis., What is the 
rationale for this, when it would appear to go against t group iden,tification 1 

and so.Ono 

meeting ended 10o35e 

.. Next meeting: Tuesday Ma:r:ch 23rd, Labour .Lewes Road, 8 .. 00pom .. 
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Notes from meeting on Tuesday March 23rd at Brighton Labour Club .. 

l& The meeting w-as principally concer11ad with technichal and.clerical 
labour (white collar work9., RO suggested the following 

·a) men who were paid monthlyll on higher pay scales 7 who were not tied to a 
rhythm of work, and who related directly with customers,. 

b) technichal staff - prod.uction engineers, tool. design, draughstmen, 
·most of them in TASSo · · 

) "f. . &_jg. • c 01 ice workers - many in "BM - keeping records of spares, etc. lv....:c.y 
0-'fl.. i:za lktoo 

d) typists. Young women, aged 16-22.Anti-company» anti-organisation, anti-work& 
Ambiguous towards the un.i.ono Join if they see it furthering their interest, 
and insist on 100% membership - solidarity here ,awhy should we get a rise 
paid for by the union dues of othersno But the union in question is .APEX, 
originally a. staff association and collaborative with ID3.nagement (v.right 
wing - bans and proscriptions), and they told the secretaries that not worth 
pressing their demando Two weeks later management gave them rise without 
pressure., Of course, undermines APEXo RO says they are fmrlementally militant -
e .. go worked to rule during the previous fight - bu"'.:: 

...-11.!M< . ,., .. "'-6hv;Jut1> 
e) loaders and chaserso They have offices on the shop floor - forming the 
link between production and production engineering., Men, and stror,g .. 
Leaders of the unions .. 

/'l\IWVJ' 
f) other services staff - eego canteen, where the women over 50 work 0 

{iJ c;w;{ orl-?'\,°?tv..J t=--'1.-
2., these categories are based on a num1:5er of _criteria: 

type of worker: men or women, you...'1g or old 9 
r0lations with production; close (loaders and chasers), controlling (some 
techbitlchal and the managerial) 

... pay, both levels and period of payment (weekly, monthly etc). We could E:.t add 
other status provisions (length of holiday, use of staff tj_me of 
starting)e 

- union. - labour process (autonomy, rhythm of work, subjection to law of time economy) 
We should be clear which is the most important of these in refining our 
distinctionso For example,_ in discussing the political attitudes, status 
consciousness, potential union militancy and so on, one view was that the 
workers background outside the factory was m9st (women interested 
in six months money to buy a sofa, cultural individualism ) • Another was that_ 
it is the type of labour process which was determining, and the rela tionshi·p 
of the job to the overall production of the firmo Thus a firm with a lot 
of office work would move to an area where there 
was a large supply of young woment s labour·: but that whatever the initial 
individualism of the women, their experience as typists for capital would 
transform their attitude towards organisation, -a·nd would certainly determine 
pay, status or the type of union which rapresented themo 
We make the .distinctions between typing and managerial jobs not_because one 
had young wonen and the other career directed men, but because they have a 
different labour process and different relation towards capital W'.hich leads to 
career diirected men and young women being emplo:red in them. 

3. In terms of our readings, the ma1n distinctions are between labour process 
criteria: Bravermen attacks the idea of white collar workers, and of many 
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uses of the word manager (e.go shop manager) and. of professional (e.,!2' 
oi' draftsmen, dentists 9 medical workers ) because they ua 
genuinely working class situation for those involved11 c In Bravermenr s 
treatment this definition of working class Ad rests particularly on t:t.e 
domination o.f the labour process py capital, the lack of autonomy, time 
discipline etc.(also Richta and :tA".allet)o 

Against this Gorz says we must appr.§j/3lch the issue of white collar work 
not merely in terms of .the relation of the .worker to capital, but also in 
relation to other workers0 We must ask, he says, not just about their 
contributions to increasing productive efficiency to the development 
of the forces of produution) but to what extent they are merely modern . 

must look at n situations where tcchnichal workers superyise, 
organise, control and command groups of production workers, who , whatever 
their skills, are placed at an inf izr levelin the industrial hierarcl1y 
and are subordinated to the forme1"'JJI'! o 

J. 

Thirdly Bologna and Ciafoloni (intTechnicians as Producers a'-d Products) 
Clefiue technicians verl)T nm broadly as ttall specialised workers, whether 
classified officially as manual or clerical; more generally2 all workers to 
the extent that their production is not the result of simple labour 0 •• but 
insofar as their skill is the result of a particular orientation, of the· 
trabsmission through teaching of accu.mulated skillsn o Whereas Gorz sees 
skills as predominantly socially unproductive, and a screen to strengthen 
the supe:bvisory power of technichal workers, Bologna & Ciaf.'oloni see them 
as "a capi tal.9 socially produced by labour over a long period of tj_me, whose 
only possible owner is the whole human collectmvi ty1f. The skills are real 
and contribute tmvards the development of the productive 

vfuereas Braverman would tend to see the technicians as salaried workersm, 
deskilled and d,epen.dent and thus potentially working through unions against 
capital in the same way as manual workers, and whereas Gorz denies t:Oltt 
affinity to the traditional manual working class, Bologna and 
Ciaf oloni see them as spacific members of the general working class, who cannot 
llGrn fue reduced to the manual working class, but who can contribute to 
overall working. class struggle through specific struggles. further 
contrast the:i.r position with those who agree i;.Jith them that technicians 
are proletarian' (as against Braverman' s ger1eral proletarian) 
but who conclude that as the result of this distinction, 
the techn..i;hal workers will revitalise the old worldng class (Mallet) or 
that while not being able to fight within the workplace, will provide a 
new external vanguard for working class movements in tJm: society as a wholeo 

In one case the labour process is emphasised, in another the more general 
relation to capital (often very close to labour process perspective), and 
in the third the relation to other workers.. If for the moment we elide 
the first two, then the main dichotomy is between the technician as producer 
abd the technician as formall1}1X between his or her productive and. political 
functions. ·Gorz acknowledges both exist, but says the·latter increasingly 
dominate the formero Braverman vice versa. And Bologna and Ciafoloni see them 
ilJ. contradiction: the political function (plus all the trimmings) leading to 
an indentification with the fir;:n; the productive fUJ.J.ction - the fact of 
exploitation and lack of autonomy - leading to a solidarity with foe manual 
workersp and a rejection of ( demands by technicians in Italy 
for equal pay, no job evaluation for indiYidual work which is in fact part of 

·a social labour process -SNAJ:.i Progetti) 

·/ 
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4o Gan we Nt develop ROYs'distinctions ±11 by approaching through the 
process of and in doing so draw distinotion between 
·productive and supportive jobs· in a more fundemental way than the colour of 
collar worno There are three main types of production: 

... preparation of parts or materials (cuttj_ng, shaping, punching, kneediri.g 
wuffling, polishing, hammering, sorting, and separating) > 

transforming (chemicals, brewing, glass makiri.,g, good most 
and forestry,sugar manufacture*, 

- combining ( sewing clothes together, hammering on a sole to a shoe, nailing, 
clipping, gluing, knitting, bolting, soldering, spinn.i..ng, winding, 
weaving I> 

Each of these types of production requires four basic elements: materials, 
a tool, power, and guideme (skill)o To knit a pati of socks, the material 
is the wool, the tools - a pair of knitting needles, the power and skill are 
provided by the knittero When this process is mechanised, the :materials 
rell1 .. 'l..in the same but the tools are now a line of webs, the power is provided 
by an engine, and the skill has been built into the regular workings of the 
machineo 

These operations have two dimensions: space and time$ They all occupy a 
space( a matron in an armchair or a machine the a factory), and each element 
must be lin.'!ced with the others in spaceo There must be communication. The 
raw material (existing in one spot) has to be fed into the ma.chine. Power 
must be transported, as must the tool and the skill. One of the 
elements may be relatively immobile so that the other elements come to i·t: the 
raw material may be land for example, in which case the sower comes wlth 
the other raw material (seed), tool (hand) and skill and power. (himself) 
to t,he spot., The tool may be the point of operations as in most factories., 
In some cases iti is the power which is the focus as with a sailing ship, 
·sometimes the skill (as with the putting out system) o vfhichever is the still 
point, even if all elements are contained in a single machine, there must 
be some communication, some transportation. 

All these operations, of and production, take timeo Capitalism 
is concerned with constantly lowering the time of product.ion, speeding up the 

time of capital, limiting the labour time embodied in final productso 
But the production process is not just a question of saving time a It. is also 
one of timing, of synchronisation of all parts of the process; the feeding 
in of the· raw material, the application of the power, the wielding of the tool, 
the· leading away of the product. Just as the co-ordinate of space raises the 
issue of commUJ."lications, so the co-ordinate of time raises the issue cf timingo 
One need only think of those skills which involve timing: deliver.ing a lamb, 

·baking, all music, vacuum drying of sugar. One must not only get the elements 
to the right place at the right time: one must keep them for the right time; 

. and take them and the product away at the right time o 

This .synchronisation - given that it is with of 
production located in space - communication, principally the 
communication of information. The information may be technichal (when to 
press a button), and it may be political (forcing labour to work in a 
particular way required for.the process of production). 
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5o In the earliest forms of society, the were prjJD.arily land 
and tha·t which grew on or lived oft land .. 1'1:3.n prO"vided .tool (hands), power 
and skilL Then lk.Bi tools were .developed as means of production.: the epochs of 
the stone age and the iron a.ge. Power, skill, and synchronisation were still 
embodied in man. Next came the development of power: th.rough 
the development of co-operat:i.ve la.bour power g-reatly (pyramids). 
But the industrial revolution !=tn.d the developmfmt of steam again seperated 
power from and man from nature (no longer dependent on waterwheels, 
arn:l wir.!d)o This allo1v-ed the development of Ill4Chines: at first aggregates of 
existing tools (the loom), but then qualitatively different. too1i:: which 
internalised skill into the 1nachineo S1d.l1 itself was seperat.ed from 
particularly in the fields of transformation and preparation0 The 
consequent increase in the productivity of labour increased the g:l:n;;:gr-b;m±bxJ!:>x 
number of elements entering into the production process, it widened tha 
geographical range of purchases sales, and it increased the scope for 
direct synchronisat:j.on (as against indirect synchronisatio.t1 via the market) •. 

6.· In :l:ihe contemporary era, we then. have the following types of work: 

- those surrounding the mechanical elements of production (mncludi11g power 
and mechanical transportation): 

a) the machine operator 
b) the maintainence miiDl! workers. 
c) the quality cohtrollers. 

those concerned with physical transportation of goods (inputs, labour, 
out paper) 

a) driveJ;'s 
b) loaders and unloat'derso 

- those concerned with the monununication of information 

a) interprd'ation of information to be communicatS:.cm - analysts, 
progranuners? 

b) coders of the information - mostly 
c) Q;x transporta'Gion of the information (letters, telephones, 

telex, call boys, tanoi, printing, and the reproduction room) 

those co110ernBd,with synchronisation9 and time saviP.g. 

a) chasers 
b) production managers. 
c) production engineers 

those concerned with the economics of production, \·dth hlle fact that 
production takes place under the dictates of the law of .value. This 
includesx all those who relate to the market)· and those who interpret prod-
uction and circulation in value terms., · 

a) purchasing. department, and stock control., 
b) sales department - sa],esmen, s.pares suppliers, marketing men, 

market research 0 (much of this involv-es information co:nmu ... 11.ieaticn) 
e) finance· and acc.ountso 

those concerned with the politics o:f:" productiono 

·a) ;foremen$ b) upper rr.anagement, c)· work study men; d) inO.ustrial 
c)eDtR3 
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those concerned with technichal chanf:Se. in al], elements of the process of 
production: the mechanical elementsJ the products 3 the physical transportation 
of goods and information, the syncl:i..ro1).isation of operations .. , the . 
interpretation of information about the operations of the firmx, and 
developers ofx new means for strengthening capital in the politics of 
produ.ctiona 

some of these fwictions are specialised in particular firms e 0 g
0 

commun.icatior1s techniques, informattl:o.h systems, physical bar.idling. 
That. is to say most firms ;import these new technic;ues 0 But most will 
have to have a) an R&D depto for their own production process and product; 
b) training for the managers .in the interpretation of information and. 

the politics of production. 

7,, Ih each of these processes, capital will follow the same directions and 
maxims: control labour, decompose it, deskill it, replace it by 
standardise the output (whether of goods; services, or information), then 
mass produc·e break up jobs into specialisms. It will be most successful 
in the technical j.qbs.: prodi1ction, communication, synchronisation. 

We have discussed at previous meetings the changes on the shop floor arid 
the relationship of deskilling of production workers,. the attempt to silhpltfy 
and deskill. quality control., and the importance of the maintainence menQ 

An far as physical transportation is cor...cerned, we have the development of 
production line a (they both transport axid synchronise), of containerisation, 
of industrial complexes located close to each other to mini.mise the effects 
of of mechanical handling, 0 

As for synchronisation we have the development of the 
monitoring system for components (which has been suspended on the .A23 
because of breakdowns - ,probably teething ttbrubles), the chasers., etc. 
and I presume some management inf ormatili.on systems for relations between difft 
parts of ITT supplying components etco. 

We have· also discussed changes in R&D as it effects the 7th type of work. 

We will come onto inforlll.9.tion communication below. 

Where there is a sharp distinction in the function of labour is between those 
technichal jobs described above, and those jobs which are concerned with the.· 
social r.iature of production: a)' with the fact that production is carried out 
by human labour and that that must be disciplined and reduced in any 
claim to a say.in the di:rection,&conditions, IDlfrix of production. b) with 
the fact that inputs must be bougpt and outputs said; c} with the general 
conditions of production and circulation, i.e. with the state • 1-fnat i,s 
striking is that the?,e functionr:; are much more difficult to xedbdedlbd 
deskill, The complications involved in markE?t 
relatio:q.s for example are a powerful for backward and forward, as well 

. as ho:rizo1ital integratli!.on of businesses. TGGhniques may be. used to iraprov.e 
·information - about prices,. about patterns ·of consu.111ption,- but it is difficult 
to get techniques which reduce the fact of. relating on the 
market., . 

Furtherm9re the polities of the tac.tory is also not reducible to flow line 
or mechanised manageme11t 9 more than is the politics of production· at 
the economy level. These jobs.cannot be deskilled, and as a result capital 
has to yield to these men a t 1th:e ffnajj@ein proc1uct10n of value and. surp us value, , . . 
ownership, which capital would normally reser.,re· to itself. . 
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80 Can we detect a cycle in the course of development of these functions
6 

Thus, as information and synchronisation become important enough to be 
Sj?'parated off, we first have s1cilled individuals, then the division of 
labour enfor·ced, then Taylorism, then the dE:veloEpment of' mechanical 
means of performing the function, with a displacement of skills towards 
the maintainence of the ms.chine, the checking of the information 
the overall 1minding of the process and on0 Instead of a product 
life cycle we:k have a labour process life cycle for any particular job. 

9. Some functions we have called technichal may be intentions.lly 
with political functions: but g:;_ven the power. that workers with 
:functions have with capital, capital will usually be interested in 
seperating the political a·nd the technicha.l functions., · 

10. For relative decline in technichal work's significance in the 
politics of the factory, cf the demotion of engineers and production rr.en .from 
the boards of management.. Now increasingly the main job of the managing 
director is political, particularly external politics 0 Also on tho 
board are the marketing men, the finance man .(value), and the .man in charge 
of industrial relatio.ns 9 plus technichaL 

11. The technichal function is particllrlllarly interesting. This also is 
something it is difficult to reducefu. Nu.fill as though capital would 1 ike 
to submit R&D to the usual discipline it is very difficul te :ismIB1P: 
'frace attempts to standardise and deskD.l the process of innovation.o 
As a result of the difficult people have to be allowed to retain the:'u· 
sld.11 of innovation (though their output j_s immediately rested from them 
and placed in a form which ensures its general availability to capital or 
capital 1 s representatives on the I!.lanagement)o They also have to be allowed 
higher pay, and-some the privelages of the political management. 

120 What we are saying is that top management and capital must not be 
Capital requires people to organise the politics of production at 
the firm and· the economy level, and to relate to otheir capitals in the 
market (as well as final consumers) o political power is a sk:llled job, 
like running an arroyo It cannot be standardised and therefore capital has to 
yield up some of its privelages. Important to maintain this disti.i.:ction because 
we ·then can establish a continuum which goes right down the line of political 
command in the firm and factory: it partially solves the problems of local 
managers: they are in a different position because they are very clearly on 
the political and conm1ercial rather than technichal ar.id 
productive wing-of the firm. 

130 The criteria here for distinctions is not the effort required for the -job I 

or the colour of .collar worn but the extent to which the job can be standardised I 

and deskilled 9 or ·at the very least th? extent to which the worker can be 
submitted to the politic al power of capital in the factory - can be disciplined., I 

'l'here is a close rela ti0nship between the tecl1nichal tasks which can be 
submitted to these laws and the politico-commercial (i.e. the socia,l) tasks 
which cannot, because of their lac·k of pred,ictability. Of corirse in the I 

conduct of internaJ. or external factory manager will be involved 
in manv activities which can be ' '. (hence he is surrounded by 
a reti;me of or unskilled workers - a form of business bodyguard: · 
secretaries, typis:t.s, telephonists, drivers, research.assistants, personal 
assis.tants, valets, plus his political satellites, his deputy.managersp 
and line managers ) .. Those nearest him cannot be standardised because the.y 
have to fit in with the manageris ow-.a unpredictability. There will be 
hierarchy of politic al coimnand within, the firm - each with smaller retinues. _ 1 (cf. the cut off p_oin.t for pr_ivate & each being a cost to cap1 ta_,, 



Capital will always be trying to routinise or substitute these politic al· 
functions, deYeloping machines which automatically discipline, or more 
clearly reveal 1 soldiering 1 o .See the changes in sorting offices for instance G 

The new automatic sorters have a light showir,g when the sorter is not at 
the machine, they can detect the source of a wrongly sorted letter, 
and they allow time rates to be set for sorters (see the 
Canadian articles on the Post Office Strike) o In this case the political 
functions can be concentrated, and the gap between the shop floor ari..d the 
political hiera,rchy bec·omes much :sbxb;f,iexoxxmbxexb:ir.Tu&:erni:ll:in:: more pronounced, 
In the case of people at the lower end of the political hierarchy can 
be some ambiguity: given their proximity to the shop gloor and distance· from 
the apex., But this ambiguity is reduced not merely by privelages, but by the 
discipline from above o \1... .. 

See the distinction between line jobs and general management, and within line 
jobs between managerial and technichal postso Even within managerial jobs 
the capital has diminished autonomy of managers: 
formerly independ!.7l1rms become branches, ari..d their boosses are submitt8d 
to controls, limits to their financial discretion, to -standard forms of repcrti11r 

The drives towards group technology is a way of substituting the political 
functions of capital at the base by the workers own self-disciipline. 
Same with measured day worko Productivity does not necessarily suffer, 

' ?,.. l 

' . 

and more than the overall surplus value appropriated by capital went down after 
the introduction of the 10 hour bill in the 19th century. Productivity more 
than cancelled the loss of working hours over 10. 

14., Just as the lower end of the politic al hierarchy may on occasions be 
in its position, so is the upper end of the technichal 

side o For it is difficult to routinise the:i:r work, R&D for j_nstance. 
Last week we saw that ITT attempted to do this with their printed 
circuit phone in system -Go Harlow, their insistince on full documen-taM.on 
onnthe A2.3, a division of' labour which 
limits the ·range of skill. Moreover t'he technicians may be more gemn'ally 
aware of the overall scope and direction of the firm - cf Lucas Aerospace 
challenging the nature of the products they makeo They will be aware 
of the power of their techniques, and appfiled ii the uses to which 
these powers are put. At the same time they will be given privelages 
because of the unroutinised aspects of their work, and internal political 
hierarchy will be developed within the department,.with some overlap to the 
general political hierarchy in the firm. ( firms however have found 
this internal hierarchy for enforcing labour to work is not necessary because 
of commitment to the project etc.) Which way the teclutlcia_ns go will depend 
on the nature of the labour process in the R&D department, the extent to which 
it has been 'deskilledt or divided, the product produced (?), and to a lesser 
exte::it the .internal hierarchy - the political practise in the departmente 
Probably no accident that the R&D workers in IBM and the .Airospace workers 
in France and Britain been militant because ·or the nature of the 
labour process in these firms. 

15 0 Ha..;.ing emphasised based on :l:rlcili the potential for deskiJ.1-
ing we nevertheless must look at the change in the physiual and mental 
· ·' · t of J·obs and the cycle of the jobs.developmenta requ1remen s , -
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16., In the pressure for time economy 

· - division. of labour. people specialise on one pa.rt of the job and 
the group thereby increases its productivitye 

- Taylorimn and timing-., J"obs are broken down and timed and the total work 
is recomposed in a synthesised collective work with eaoh worker on a bonus 
in relation to output. 

technichal change,,. the machine eDrorce s greater intensity of work
0 

17,, 

<."'' 
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In the sales department, mainly question of information processing .. 
Order comes in and then through a set of operationso?erhaps JO 
people imrol-ved. A paper flow· line. Standardised forms. Through ra,tio:nalisation 
(of type 1 abov-e?) 5 jobs in one section ul!Jlt down to .. But the intensity 
has not brrnn forced since the whole department is to be computerised, 
and the labour process is thus transformed to that of the comr.iutor 

· pr9grammer and punch car.di}L operatoro The compu.tor ·-vdTJ,.. also d; away ·with 
.a major funetion: filingo Filing is done by ma:rried women coming back 
into wage labour: is this because they d:ld not learn typing when that 
they.were pre-the secretarial revolution? 

180. Typistso Typing. pools reflect the decomposition of the old secretaries j ob 0 

But such decomposition does not mean that the w:bro:(!;;:E!.\:Jxhxx typists should nec 0 

all work :tn t.he same roomo \v11y do Ease of discipline? Smaller 
quantity of office space needed?(reduces to a question of rent);· ease of 
distribution of jobs? 

190 Pressure for standardisation shown in recent questionaire to typists about 
their work (RO has a copy). One r·t;!sult was that a great deal of the work 
was similar. Hence the development of the standardised letter •. (an IBM 
development which prints out the same le and one types in the diffce, 
e.g. the . •. Involves. )Iluch greater ip.tensity and strain on labour• 

20. What do typists do to recompose themselves in their battle against 
capital.Do they have the pro;..pay attitude of the Canadian postal 
workers (more pay for less work). 'The1r main weapon is shifting' firms: 
cf o turnover rate of typists. What evidence of soldiering, sabotage, 
strikes etc.Very little 9 one would suspect., (see the strategies of thetm_ass 1 

worker in the Italian case) •. How much influence does the bac¥-_ground have: 
i.e. young women expecting to get married, often living at , thus 
nbt eve?n ·the subsistence of 1 to earn.rta.ther .socialh :r.elat.Loris which are 
cut out. in the ·post-school, isolateQ.· home period.. :Married women going 
back to work ·for the .same reason - social relations outside the. home. 
Given .the unskilled nature of the wo:i;'k lil1;e driving is now be.c9m.i11g 
a general skill ·like readi11g and writing )mobility easy; time taken to lear.n 
new job in typing pool Shortage of typing lq;bour means mobility 

eased. 

21. In long term look at supply of this source of' labour. Braverman ·r.µ 
men's participation rates falling from <67% to 80% between 1947 and 197l, 
and .womerrt s rising from· 32% to 43% over the same periodo The greatest.· 

for women in over 45 groupo But some limit soon to be· reached: 

with family structure as it still. is. cf· the for -
'ha'' a mi:d o-r> centre for office. developmem; in t:q.e last r.ew. year-:• 6 \:;, t..JV .._U,..,,..tJ ... "" 
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22., is. meaning of open p1anned offices and their relation to typing 
pools.. Is -une move ·to open plan a tendency. for the higher grades? E&D 
have open plan because of their informal group discussions. Open plan. 
may be a coYer for proletarianisation (pot plants and carpets). Or is it 
question of control of labour. Certainly difficult to have machines in 
open plan offices hence the.adjacent typing poole (not true of banks) 0 

Group technology and the open plan? 

23. A further feature of typists work is a relatively low organic 
compo_sition of capital at the moment@ Most ct: their work is not time-criticical-· 
it does not haffe to be produced for ·circulation to he next stage 0 

pressure. for work lhas to be imposed from the outside 0 M··reover, little 
night shift Look at those machines in thE:: office wh.i.ch are worked at 
night: computorsc Need for turnover of capi taL Cannot take the interruptio11s 
of the night. See also development of flexitime - though runs into problems 
of supervision. What shop floor workers have fit:.51xitime 0 Flexitime can 
lower cost of labour - greater potential supply, lower transport costs 0 

24. Draughtsmen. In some industries computer aided design (printed circuit 
boards). See also developments in ship building design .. But for most pa:rt I 

not much deskilling :i.n the drawil"Jg office. Rather pressures for standardisation i 
to ease reading the drawj_ng not only down the line but by other countries in I 

the fa ITT network. Thus draughtsmen must now produce letters 5mm high, 1 

and lines of a specified thicknesso required for reproduction since I 

the drawings are reduced to 35mm film and then Blown up again (ease of trans- .
1 portation??). . 

25. Standardisation. ITT have a committee for standard:i.sation which meets 
virtually all the time. They attack :icbr;'mrliy everything that can be stand-
ardised: materials, components, the circuit boards, and ±±x their 
process of manufacture, the size of rooms, ventitlation, the temperature, 
the wattage of the lightiri..g. All documentation has to take a standard form. 
German documents very similar so that one can understand it almost wi 
reading Germano .(they never have anything from the US). g 

Every function that engineers perform :rm.mtx: has a standard was of being done. 
Hende the 3 voltunes of the manual for the· A23 for Production Engineers 
(Systems Procedure Instructions)o In a previous work to flule the Production 

spent all time merely reading they were meant to do the 
Job. . · , 

26. Time pressures. Direct time pressures rather m?.: 
reflected in market prices. IM R&D projects costed, and th"'s 17aru.,,._ .. __ I 

" e costs ·b °f·" 
.. I 

.... 

reflect work time and office space costs. Hence interest for prOJ.::c:. .. 
leader to speed up work. (One way of doing this is to give someone a 
.large pile of work on his/her desk for then does more ±fl than if only 
one piece to· do). Production erigineers have work pressure but of a-
general kind. Draughtsman's work costsed at £3050 an hopr, tool design 
£2 t. £3 an hour., production engineer not costed directly. Tool makers 
have to achieve targets. Punch card operators have targets on the basis 
of which theyreceive a bonus. &:les r:eps of course get bonuses on sales. 

27 0 One· distinction here which we have mentioned before is the relative 
autonomy of time. How long is -the job in hand. For British LeylaJ.?rl line 
workers 7.{. second."s .. upto B&D: shortest a day, often months. · .

1 
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28 .• Wage systems .. 

Grading system rum1ing from 1 to 47 which is the grade of the MD of ITT 
in the US. UK man.ager ha:s a grade of 27 in Creeds o APEX covers the 
grades 2-7, being the lowest for men. Each grade has a band (Le. 
wage rises possible within a grade). The upper grades have much wider 
bandso Normally 10-15% of the level of the basic grade. Very 
flexible systemo Unions concerned only with setti115 the 
minimwn of the grade and maintaining differentialso 

Office workers now lagging behind the shop floor. Grade 5 on the 
shop floor is whereas in the office it is £li.O. Tool makers 
now betting more than many draughtsmen or h:! the younger production 
engineers., 

There is of course the attempt to re-emphasise division between 
clearical and white col:Br jobs and those on the shop flooro Weekly as 
against monthly paymentso But tool makers now have staff staus, as 
do setters. Principally meant using the staff lavatory: but complaints 
at dir·t., hence the lavatory made more exclusive (keys etc)$ 

29. The meeti115 finished at and agreed to meet again on 
Tuesday April 7th, at 8.00 in the labour Club to discuss the overall 
shape of the paper and what further research we should do. 

Next week'' s meeti!\-;; of the Labour Process Group is at 41 Oolbourm:i Road 
Hove (John Mepham's house), and will discuss papers by Hugo Radice 
and Kate Soper on more general aspects·of the labour Process., 

footnote: 2 Japanese attended the meeting, 
Sa.dayoshi Otso of the Dept of Economics, Ryukoku University, 
Fukakusa, Fushimiku, Kyoto, Japan and Susumu f.1isaki of the same address. 
They recommended a boom in.Japanese: Tetsuro Nakaoka, ?nilosophy of the 

1967/9 .300pp. Nakaoka works at Kobe GaH:okugo Daigaku(Foreign 
La.oguages University) in Kobe ,Japan.· He also recommended f.19.koto 
.Kumazawa, a labour economist from KoDan University, Japan, who 
was workieg on the labour process in Japan. Sadayoshi promised to try 
an1 do a paper on the labour process for the July said. 
he could ask Kumazawa about the labour :ppooess and its development.in 
the factory that was producing teleprinters in :Japan. 
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Labour Process Gr.oufliMemo 5c 

.At our last meeting on March 23rd we decided tl"...at at our next meeting we 
should take stock of where we had got to, discuss the shape of our paper, 
and what further work needed doingo These notes a:re meant as a lead-·in 
to this discussiono 

le Issues discussedo 

Looking back at the issues raised in memo 2, we have discussed the .following: 

i) the process of technichal change and its relatiohship j;o weakening 
the power of organised labour. 

or division 
ii) the changing composition/of labour after technichal chap.gen move 

from shop floor work to "Gechnichal work and ·office work. 

iii) changes in the division of labour: supplies of 
components from cheap labour araas overseas, and of technology 
from 'Harlow. 

iv) pressures for deskilling, division of labour, and mechanisation of 
technichal and administrative work (production engineering, RF..:D 
and clerical) 

v) changing composition, and line of main unions in relation to above 
changes a 

vi) wage systems and the politics of the factory (includiri.g fringe benefits) 

vii) politics of the shop floor: Taylorism and time and motion study; 
soldiering; quality control; etc. 

Issues we have only tou{lhed on: 

i) extent of the towards' job design, job enrichment, group 
technology: to what sxtent will the new machine produce the conditions 
which have led other· firms to introduce these new methods of' 
organising (high turnover, low .Productivity,etc) 0 

ii) 

iii) 

significance for the organisation of labour against capital of the 
expansion of production outside the factory (components from abroad, 
technology from other sections of the I'IT group.) Is it so·that 
there is less value added in Creeds as a % of the final product on 
the A23 compared to the J,/+4? 

Significance of protection of the British market for continuation of. 
production in Britain: is it likely that with the opening up of 
the market f oi• teleprinters and the development of the EEC, that 
ITT will eventually centralise their production of te1eprinters 9 
probably the country. Is the!.e likely to be a closure·of 
Creeds Brighton( and 11CR Brighton) just as· there was of the. Imperial 
typewriters factories in HUll and Leicester • 

. iv) following on from ii) and iii), the significance of this production 
being organised by an international. firmoHow do ITT produce and sell 
teleprinters at the world level. How do they orga1iise the R&D. tfuat 
are they supplying the US market with9 and the European. "tJhere is 
research for the successor to the A23 being barried out. 

similarly, do Creeds use ITT an..'l C::?mmunication 
technology for 'their machines, and t1_eir own orgarusat:i.on. 
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· v) possible long term strategies for labour in the light of all the 
above tendencies. 

3. Qne possible outiine of paper: 

2o :Main issues to be raised 0 · 
... 

3e .Analysis of the old labour process in: 

a) machine shop (for the 444). what.it consisted of, diagram. 
of shop and work, plus flows, problems from point of · 
view of capitalj .attempted changes by capital, numbers 

and composition. of labour (n:en and women:; degrees 
of skill)? experience of working there. . 

b) asse;mbly (for the 441+): same as for machine shop. 

4. Changes from the introduction of the A23: 

• in the machine shop (comparative to Ja above) 
in the assembly 

- changes in division of labour (increase in work,, etc 0 ) 

50 Technichal change and the politics of the factory. 

- background .to the introduction of the A23, openi1Jg up of 
the Post Office orders, development· of economy& 

- how was the introduction of the new technology in 
relation to weakening labourQ 

- international aspects: cheap components from ;Low costxs:ma:x, 
weak labour 

Significan,ce in change in the division of the new politics of 
the factoryo 

tendency to displacement of skill from shop floor, l:;>ut then 
taylo!ism, de skilling, division of labour etc, applied to the 

and clerical work (cf. Braverman argument). 

- re-sponse of labour, .both inf'orma'.l.. (tur·nover,etc) and formal 9 · 

(development of the 

other strategie.s of the· groups 9&consul tative 
committees., 
fringe benefits 17 

wage systemso 
spatial .separationb . 
design of· j cibs/j oh .enricllJilent? 

·The international firm and the of the labour 
processe . 
ITT rs organisation of· teleprinter research, and S?'lle 

J.ong term .implications for all 
'!'.he- f'or labour in the long te:rm., 30e:3.,7.6., 
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Notes on 

The Company was founded in 1912 and led in the field of early 
telecommunications. In 1925 the company became a subsidiairy of ITT 
and in 1965 moved Croydon to Bright6n where they now lease 
ipproximately 10 acres of the Hollingbury Industrial EstateQ 

The Company still owns its wartime 'shadow' factory at Treforest 
South Wales as additional manufacturing capacity. Other sites 
include: a service factory at Mitcham and rental offices in South Rd 0 

Brighton 9 (subsidiairy)o 

Fa:qtory space at Hollingbury: 

Manufacturing 
Offices 
R&D 
Other 

(1975 Report): 

107,600 
58,600 
369700 
13,400 

sq ft .. 
sq ft 
sq ft 
sq ft 

Manufacture and sale of equipment for the telecommunications 
and data processing Rental and maintainence of this 

Principal customer: 
Turnover 
Profit before tax 
Exports 

British.Post 
£10,9®6,ooo 

830,000 
575,000 
187'..§1§00 Dividend 

Balance of 
profit 

unappropriated 

No of employees 

Current proQ.ucts: 
444 teleprinter 
quantity per year 

2,439 

mechanical 
12,450 1975 

9,000 1974 
various old models, attachments, spares and data processing 
equipment - small quantitieso · 

ITT 2300 Teleprinter - electro-mechanical (electro bias) 
per year 3s500 approxo 1976 

(production tooling based on 20 7 000 p yearJ 

Until around· 1974 the company formed part of the Business Systems 
Group Europe, but since, BSGUK has been formed of which the company 
is the largest and the only limited compahy. BSGUK Administration, 
Finance and Personnell offices.are based in the H0llingbury estatei 

Also in &975 the company's shares (helq by New York) were transferred' 
to STC and K.G. Corfield, managing director of STC was elected 
Chairman of the Board of Directors along with the infiltration of other 
STC and BSG 
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in org.anisati_o_n and 

Such changes are not directly.linked with the introduction of 
a new model, rather a new model gives the for the 
int+oduction of s·uch chaug.es .. 

The design of a product largely determines the nature of the 
production process efl"ployed, and also the design and the producti<J·n 
standards, (both of which have been tightened in recent years), , 
affect the level of r?tionalisation and organisation .for p_roductiono 

With di visions among technichal person:e.elx, formalised ·feed-back 
·systems have bee;1 introduced between R&D and Industrial Eng::lneerinr; .. 
These take the forill of value analysis, project engineering 9 and design 
appraisal, all being largely design criticism from Industrial Enginee:i;-s., 

· The 
manifest 

a and/new 

most obvious differences between the new produ6t and old 
thei'.lselves in the d.rawini?;so Seemingly unimportant example'S are: 
reversed dating 76o5o21 rather than 21a5o76) 
reversed descriptions (ice .. pin., spring anchor ra"l{her than. 

spring anchor pin) 
component numbering sy.stemo 

These three simple·exawples of changes are designed to 
standardise atj.q internationalise company documents., There 

are of course many other examp1es .. 

Metrication and tolerancing .are. rather rpo:r.e signifi.cant 
examples of changes on drawingso Bas.ically these techni.ches are 
de·s;i.'gned to internationalise drawings, but more importantly, geometricE 
tolerancing is an attempt to deskill and sini:plify the gane;ing labour 
proces_seso 

It is important to apprediate at this stage that the in 
organisation and tec4nology. at this company particularly 
revo.lutionary .or uniqueo •Given a particular complexity of product 
design and a particular market potential, investment is allocated td · 
be amortised over a given periodo Within the confines of the company 
situation, the orgahisation and technology could be unique 
processes themselves may not be soo , 

For example, a special screw of relatuvely .complex design can be 
givien capital expenditure, on automatic 

•cold heading· and roliing' m/c at the rate of 6 per secohd, whereas 
within the confines of the company's situation 9 this part would be 

on one-auto turn operation at 3 per minute ?Dd may be two 
further operations a:t appr9x., 2 minutes each., with all the documei:itation· 
and associated with the 2 extra operati.onso What could be . · 
particularly unique ·wouJ,.d be the deletion of one or bot'h secortP. operation: 
by a design change and/or production method•.· 
Another· method· of _decreasing cost Hoe. reducing labour .qo_ntent) uould. · 
be to standardise on to universal the screws· 
would be made by a screw making companyby the cold heading and rolling 
method., 

I , 

These cost reductions the aims, ·om the designers and indu,&trial 
dngineers generally; and .. this company is no exceptionG The 

·of the new product· gas e;i ven the opportuni t-y for such cost reductions., 
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The cost of a particular process is subject to the following qriteria: 
i) labour cost (varies acco"rding toe.skill) 

ii) cycle time 
iii) cost to each item or unit of 

· iv)· value added by process 
Other factors inc·lude reliability, quality? co.st of main ta inence and 

proqessr and cost of material if a particular 
is geared to a particular material (i.,eo plastic injection:;o moulding) .. 

It is difficult tb· explaih the technichal and tha trend 
of changing technology of the company, but t'hex cost elements describdkl. 
are of course kept to a minimumo Therefore: • 

labour cost is in skill by many meanso It is significant 
that the training on the shop floor almost non-existant and 
has deteriorated to such over many yearso 

- cycle times are kept to a.mimimqm by bonus new 
availability of paper work etco 
capital content id the price paid for the reduction of other 
cost elements and is justified to pay for itself over a limited 
per.iod .. 

- value added - the cost of a particular process can be of secondRry 
importance J.f the value added is more than the value added by 
a comparative processo For example: blanking (pressing .compoments 
from sheet steel) may cost less than plastic moulding, 
but the value added by the latter could be greater (i.eo the · 
blanked part may require further o.perations to achieve the 
same use value) 

Cost reduction, ioeo reduction and deskilliµg of labour conte·nt 
origina.tes in the main from the design, .but as Industrial/Production 
Engoneering sclilences become more complexv the design engineer cannot 

r keep pace with the· latest pooduction methods, formal feedback 
system$ ha.ve been introduced between R&D and Industrial Engineering;-

R&D · 

Product ion. Tool design 

Manufacturing 

OLD SYSTEM 

Old system., 

Value Analysis 
Proj.ect Engineers 
Design Appraisal 

Industrial Engineering 
'(incl. tool design; 
produation engineering, 
and work study) 

· Nethods ·' _, Acceptance. 

\• .·. 
NEW SYSTEM, 

". 

'1:/ork 
,. Study. 

Projects 

R&D relying on intimate knowledge and informal and being 
. part' of the factory' issued drawings to. produc:tion 0. 

issued· requests form l'articular tools to 
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to?.l. and planning layouts to study for values (times) 
and to manufa6turing (layouts went to production control 
introduction to manuf&cturing) 

Re-:D now remote from manufacturing, in fact in a separate issues 
drawings to: 

formal design criticism for cost reduction 
by lateral thinking 

- I?.E.£;J.ect and desig;_n - more basic 
design criticism for economic production 
Also within pro"ject standards are issued, desi;s;ne 
-to much technichal manufacturing detail of as 
many processes as possibleo . 

Industrial - participa_tes in the value analysis, project 
engineering and design appraisals, and is made up of production 
engineering 2 tool design and work studyo This amalgamation is designed 
to cost consciousness in tool design and planning layoµts, The 

fertilisation is within formalised systemso 

Work contact manufacturing is largely unchanged although 
computed values (valued mde up of synthetic are encouragedo 

Methods is a formalised system for the introduction of 
planning layouts to manufacturingo The aim being to fix details of 
methods by formal acceptance by setterso 

Projects., A fairly high level work study d·epartment with 
responsibility for efficiency ahd cost reduction throughout the 
coinpanny., Particular emphasis on synthetic data., 

Other changes in organisation and desigu include: 
greater computerisation of records 
higher of purchased out components (approx 25% of 

cost the new product) 
Also the electronics on the new product inevitauly leads to greater 
reduction in labour, as previously the· electronic functions done 
mechauicallyo 

The aasembly is situated close the line of the 
mechnical assembly where the line is balanced much finer than the old 
model and therefore sl,{ills are not as high .. On the assembly gloor 
much of the old manual testing is now done automatically on programmed 
testing machineso 

Note: will be a meeting next Tuesday, June 8th, at Brighto:µ 
Labour Club, Lewes Road, 8000 pome to discuss these notes and 
the Creeds 


